College of Science and Mathematics Senate Meeting Agenda for meeting held on

Monday, September 14th, 2020
2:30 PM – 4:00 PM
Virtual Meeting Using Zoom, hosted by Ping Chen

Members:
Walter Buchwald (Senate Chair, Engineering)
   Ping Chen of Engineering will take over Walter’s position
Daniel Dowling (Senate Secretary, Chemistry)
Katherine Gibson (Senate member, Biology)
Steve Jackson (Senate member, Math)
Manickam Sugumaran (Senate member, Biology)
Chandra Yelleswarapu (Senate member, Physics)
Duc Tran (Senate member, Computer Sciences)
   Kenneth Fletcher of CS will take over Duc’s position

Invited Guests:
The Deans office will be invited for this meeting once the schedule is approved

Agenda Items:
1. Approval of the agenda
2. Approval of previous meeting’s minutes (see attached)
3. Seating of new representatives with 2020-2022 terms
   a. Based on the May 2020 meeting all CSM members present have expressed willingness to continue terms for 2020-2022
      i. Duc Tran resigned (Kenneth Fletcher will serve for CS)
      ii. Buchwald resigned (Ping Chen will serve for Engineering)
4. Election of CSM Senate Chair for 2020-2021
   a. Rolls and responsibilities
5. Election of CSM Senate Secretary for 2020-2021
   a. Rolls and responsibilities
6. Approval of 2020 CSM schedule
7. PHYSICS 247 OneForm
   a. Change name: From 147 to 247
8. Deans office
9. Other Business